Women To Pay Expenses
For Dates Tomorrow

Way back in 1930, just as February, 1941, the ingrate boys of the campus issued a new "Bouquet Skip." Since the initial dance in 1930, like event has been known as the "Bouquet Skip." The "Bouquet Skip" has become the "Idaho Argonaut Skip." The tradition of paying expenses for dates has been an annual event since 1930.

The Bouquet Skip is open to all students and is sponsored by the Student Council. The purpose of the event is to promote school spirit and to give the students an opportunity to express their appreciation to their dates.

The event is held on the last Saturday of February each year. Students purchase a bouquet of flowers and a gift certificate for the date of their choice. The bouquet is delivered to the date's residence, and the gift certificate is presented in person.

The Bouquet Skip is a popular event among students, and it is a great way to show appreciation and support for the dating community on campus.
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**Matinee Dances Begin Monday Afternoon**

First of a series of matinee dances sponsored by the Idaho Pathological Society will be held next Monday, October 12.

**Co-ops Map Plans For Banquet, M’Ceeroy To Talk**

Washington State University will be the place this Saturday night for the annual Co-op banquet.

**Vandal Grid Team Meets Nine Opponents In ’41**

A piggy-pig football schedule for the Idaho Vandal in 1941 was announced Thursday afternoon by Gale L. Mils, coach of the team, who scheduled, among other games, a contest with Boise State on November 25.

The University of Utah Redskins will invade Moscow for the third straight year, meeting the Hogs at the Idaho War Memorial Stadium at 2 p.m. on Saturday, November 13.

Newcomers to Idaho football during the 1941 season are the University of Utah, the University of Washington, and the University of Oregon.

Children Attend Dance Party

Four Mormon children, A. L. and S. A. W., were entertained at home Friday by Miss :) in the home management class. The party started Thursday, from 6 to 9 o’clock. The guests were with the children from 6 to 9 o’clock.
Sherrill's, one of the state's top twolightweight linemen, left the game after being #90 in the first quarter. Sherrill's absence was felt on the defensive front as the Beavers outscored the Vandals 11-7 in the second half.

The Vandals, however, refused to be intimidated by the Huskies' early lead and mounted a strong comeback in the second half. Sherrill's return to the game in the third quarter gave the Vandals a boost, and they were able to capitalize on the Huskies' mistakes. The Vandals scored 14 points in the third quarter and held the Huskies scoreless, taking a 28-17 lead into the fourth quarter.

In the final quarter, the Vandals continued their offensive surge, scoring 21 points and putting the game out of reach. The Vandals' defense held the Huskies to just seven points in the final quarter, and the Vandals emerged victorious with a 39-24 win.

The Vandals' win on Saturday was their second in a row, and they remain in contention for a spot in the conference championship game. The Huskies, on the other hand, saw their three-game winning streak come to an end and will now have to regroup for their next game.

The Vandals' next game is scheduled for next Thursday, and they will be looking to continue their winning streak against a tough opponent. The Huskies, meanwhile, will have to bounce back quickly to stay in the playoff picture.
The Spinster Ship

The Idahonian (Founded 1898)

Diploma conferring the degree of Bachelor of Arts was eliminated at the University of Idaho a few years ago. In its place, students are now given a course which they may take advantage of in order to secure a degree. This course is known as the "Bachelor of Arts Program." The program is open to all students who have completed at least two years of college work and have earned a minimum grade point average of 2.0. The program consists of 120 credit hours and includes courses in English, History, Mathematics, Science, Social Science, and Humanities. Students who wish to complete the program must complete a program of study and submit a thesis. The thesis is evaluated by a faculty committee and must be approved before the student can receive the degree.

Election Site

The election site was opened for the first time in the history of the University of Idaho. It was located in the newly constructed Student Center. The site was open from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on election day, November 2, 2021.

By The Way

The associate editor of the Sidewalk will be featuring interviews with students who have recently graduated from the University of Idaho. These interviews will highlight the students' experiences during their time at the university and their plans for the future.

Discussion

The discussion is an opportunity for students to engage in a conversation about the issues facing the University of Idaho. The discussion is moderated by the associate editor of the Sidewalk and is open to all students. The discussion is held in the Student Center on the first Tuesday of every month at 7:00 p.m.

For Your Information

For Your Information is a section that contains important information for students, faculty, and staff. This section includes announcements of upcoming events, changes to policies, and other important information.

The Spinster Ship

The spinster ship is a term used to describe a group of students who have not married. The term was coined by the late Professor Edward H. Whipple, who was a prominent member of the University of Idaho faculty. The spinster ship was a group of students who were engaged in academic pursuits and did not have a spouse or children. The term was used to describe the group of students who were not interested in marriage and did not have children. The term was later adopted by the University of Idaho as a way to refer to the group of students who are not married.

The Future of the World

The future of the world is uncertain. The world is facing many challenges, including climate change, economic inequality, and political instability. The future of the world is also shaped by the decisions that are made by individuals and governments. The future of the world is also shaped by the decisions that are made by individuals and governments. The future of the world is also shaped by the decisions that are made by individuals and governments.

The Smoke of Slower Burning Camels Gives You

The smoke of slower burning camels gives you:
- Extra Mildness
- Extra Coolness
- Extra Flavor
- There's Nothing Like Flavorful CAMELS for Extra Mild, Extra Cool Smoking
- They're Slow-Burning!

15% Less Nicotine

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling brands tested—less than any of them—according to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself.

YOU don't need a science degree to tell you that the pleasure you get from a cigarette is in the smoke itself. That plain common sense! But science can tell you—has proved it—how much of the smoke is bad! And the bad part is slower burning. The slower burning gives you the incomparably superior burning of regular camels—gives you the incomparably superior burning of regular camels—gives you the incomparably superior burning of regular camels—gives you the incomparably superior burning of regular camels.

Riding at a slower rate, the Union Pacific’s newest freight train is able to reach speeds of 50 miles per hour without the use of a car. This new train is a model for future designs, as it is able to maintain a steady speed without the use of additional cars. The train is equipped with advanced technology that allows it to operate smoothly and efficiently, ensuring a safe and comfortable ride for passengers. The Union Pacific is committed to providing its customers with the best possible service, and this new train is a testament to its dedication to excellence in rail transportation. It is expected to be a major breakthrough in the industry, and it will set new standards for efficiency and performance. The Union Pacific is proud to introduce this new train to the public, and it is confident that it will be a great success. The train is available for travel now, and it is sure to amaze and impress all who experience it.